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The company is a large manufacturer of systems and components for railways, commercial 
vehicles and construction vehicles. The company owns and operates over 30 divisions engaged in 
the development, production and maintenance of transportation equipment.

The company needed to establish information security standards and practices across its 30+ 
divisions. Many of these divisions were exposed to vulnerabilities due to outdated systems, tools and 
lack of resources. The company needed a vulnerability and patch management solution that could 
quickly reduce vulnerabilities and risk across all of its divisions. 

In addition, Harmony Purple’s unique Attack Path SimulationTM  (APS) was a critical element in their 
selection. APS identifies which systems need high priority patching based on whether an attacker 
can exploit a vulnerability to hack a host, and identifies the level of risk posed to critical assets. 
This capability enabled them to reduce risk more efficiently across the enterprise. 

The company evaluated several leading vulnerability management solutions.  
Harmony Purple came out on top due to:

Onboarding Harmony Purple was fast and trouble free. One security officer from the company  
working with one vendor rep installed and configured the system. Discovery and scanning were 
automatic. The company now has standards for scanning and vulnerability management across 
all its divisions. The remediation recommendations and status reports are clear and easy for IT 
to implement. The IT department was able to reduce risk levels by implementing a combination 
of patching and other remediations based on scanning and analysis results provided by 
Harmony Purple.
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ABOUT ORCHESTRA GROUP Orchestra Group’s mission is to address the major roadblocks that make it 
difficult for CISOs, CIOs, and their teams to manage cybersecurity risk. Orchestra Group addresses these 
challenges by combining management and operations of IS, IT, Risk and Compliance into a single platform. 
Visit us at www.orchestragroup.com

 ⚫ Best system for prioritizing hosts needing patching
 ⚫ Lower cost to buy and operate

 ⚫ Accurate, agentless system discovery
 ⚫ Low impact scanning


